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Lloyd&S,&Chang&BW.&J&Gastrointest&Oncol.&2014;5:156B65&

Patricia&Tai,&Edward&Yu.&World&J&Gastrointest&Oncol&2014;&6(8):&263B274&

Esophageal 
cancer 

Does neoadjuvant CRT improve survival? 

CALGB 9781 

multicenter phase �  
randomized 
CROSS Trial 

improved DFS of 22% 
at 5 years and  
improved OS of 13% 
with a pCR = 29% 

Cellini&F.&RadiaPon&Oncology&2014,&9:45&



Oppedijk&V.&J&Clin&Oncol.&2014;32:385B9&
van&Hagen&P.&N&Engl&J&Med.&2012;&31;366:2074B84.&&

Weekly Carboplatin and Paclitaxel for 5 wk and concurrent RT (41.4 Gy/23 f), 
followed by surgery.  
 
PTV: GTV + proximal and distal margin of 4 cm (3 cm in case of tumor extension 
into the stomach) and + 1.5 cm radial margin. 

418 ptz available  
for analysis 

combining patients  
phase II trial and  

phase III CROSS trial 
 

 
 

resectable Esophageal or GEJ cancer 
(T2-3N0-1M0)  

75% Adenocarcinoma 

minimum follow-up = 24 ms (median, 45 ms) 
overall recurrence rate: 57.1% vs 34.7% 



Oppedijk&V.&J&Clin&Oncol.&2014;32:385B9&
van&Hagen&P.&N&Engl&J&Med.&2012;&31;366:2074B84&

LRR:  
• 5% within the target volume,  
• 2% in the margins 
• 6% outside the radiation target volume.  

Weekly Carboplatin and Paclitaxel for 5 wk and concurrent RT (41.4 Gy/23 f), 
followed by surgery.  
 
PTV: GTV + proximal and distal margin of 4 cm (3 cm in case of tumor extension 
into the stomach) and + 1.5 cm radial margin. 

418 ptz available  
for analysis 

combining patients  
phase II trial and  

phase III CROSS trial 
 

 
 

resectable Esophageal or GEJ cancer 
(T2-3N0-1M0)  

75% Adenocarcinoma 

minimum follow-up = 24 ms (median, 45 ms) 

LRR: 34% vs 14% (P  .001)  
peritoneal carcinomatosis: 14% vs 4% (P  .001).  

Only 1% had an isolated infield 
recurrence after CRT plus surgery. 



Oppedijk&V.&J&Clin&Oncol.&2014;32:385B9&
van&Hagen&P.&N&Engl&J&Med.&2012;&31;366:2074B84&

Weekly Carboplatin and Paclitaxel for 5 wk and concurrent RT (41.4 Gy/23 f), 
followed by surgery.  
 
PTV: GTV + proximal and distal margin of 4 cm (3 cm in case of tumor extension 
into the stomach) and + 1.5 cm radial margin. 

418 ptz available  
for analysis 

combining patients  
phase II trial and  

phase III CROSS trial 
 

 
 

resectable Esophageal or GEJ cancer 
(T2-3N0-1M0)  

75% Adenocarcinoma 

Consistent with the concept of spatial cooperation  
the addition of neoadjuvant CRT 

provided benefits in local, regional, and distant disease control  
relative to surgery alone. 



Kumagai&K.&Br&J&Surg.&2014;101:321B38.&

Can neoadjuvant therapies contribute to subsequent 
postoperative morbidity and mortality? 

neoadjuvant CT plus S vs S alone 

no evidence to 
suggest that 
neoadjuvant 

CT increased the 
risk of any type of 

postoperative 
Complication. 

Since&1994&



Can neoadjuvant therapies contribute to subsequent 
postoperative morbidity and mortality? 

neoadjuvant CRT plus S vs S alone 

no evidence to 
suggest that 
neoadjuvant 

CRT increased 
the risk of any 

type of 
postoperative 
Complication. 

 
SCC higher 
risk of total 

postoperative 
mortality and 
treatment-

related mortality 
compared with 
surgery alone 

 
no difference 

with ADK 

SCC postoperative mortality  
(RR 1.95, 1.06 to 3.60;P =0.032) 

SCC treatment-related mortality  
(RR 1.97, 1.07 to 3.64; P =0.030) 

Kumagai&K.&Br&J&Surg.&2014;101:321B38.&

Since&1994&



Can neoadjuvant therapies contribute to subsequent 
postoperative morbidity and mortality? 

Direct comparison and Adjusted indirect comparison method 
of neoadjuvant  CRT plus S and neoadjuvant CT plus S   

(common control group = S alone). 

no evidence to 
suggest that 
neoadjuvant 

CRT increased 
the risk of any 

type of 
postoperative 
Complication. 

 
No difference 

for SCC 
 

Kumagai&K.&Br&J&Surg.&2014;101:321B38.&

Since&1994&

Limitations: 
• Only article in 
English 
• Some studies 
included pts with 
stomach cancer 
• Variation in 
definition and 
classification of 
complications and 
their severity 



Induction CT followed by 
preoperative CRT: what benefit? 

J.&A.&Ajani.&Annals&of&Oncology&24:&2844–2849,&2013&

No ICT 
Ox/5Fu ICT 

Primary objective: pCR rate. 
Secondary objectives: OS, R0 
resection rate, and safety 
(including 30-day surgical 
mortality). 

Histology: 
Adenocarcinoma=96.8% 
Squamous cell=3.2% 

no 
difference in 
pCR rate: 

13% vs 26%  
(P = 0.094). 

no difference in 
mOS (P = 0.69) 

Treatment Intensification 
Resectable disease 



Targeted Therapies: 
Cetuximab  

Becerra&CR.&J&Thorac&Oncol.&2013;8:1425B9&

phase II, open-label, single-arm, 
multicenter study; 39 ptz 
resectable Esophageal or GEJ cancer 
78% Adenocarcinoma 

Treatment Intensification 
Resectable disease 

pCR 

pCR rate =  
36.6% by intention-to-treat and  
48% for patients who underwent 
esophagectomy 

and  
concurrent RT (50.4 Gy in 28 fx) 



&Kordes&S.&Int&J&Radiat&Oncol&Biol&Phys.&2014;90:190B6&

Targeted Therapies: 
Panitumumab 

Treatment Intensification 
Resectable disease 

pCR 

phase II, multicenter study; 90 ptz 
resectable Esophageal or GEJ cancer 
80% Adenocarcinoma 

The addition of 
panitumumab to CRT with 
carboplatin and paclitaxel 

was safe and well tolerated 
but could not improve pCR 

rate to the preset 
criterion of 40%. 

Carboplatin and Paclitaxel  
and concurrent RT(41.4 Gy in 23 fx) 



Conroy&T.&Lancet&Oncol.&2014;15:305B14.&

Unresectable 
disease 

Primary endpoint = PFS 

RT: 50 Gy/ 25 fx 
Histology: 
Adk=86% 
SCC=14% 

 
Median PFS = 9·7 months vs 9·4 months 
(HR 0·93, 95% CI 0·70–1·24; p=0·64).  
 
3y@ PFS = 18.2% vs 17.4% 

Median follow-up =  25.3 months Median OS = 20·2 months vs 17·5 months 
(HR 0·94, 95% CI 0·68–1·29; p=0·70) 
 
3y@ OS = 19.9% vs 26.9% 



RT: 50 Gy/ 25 fx 

No significant differences were recorded in the rates of most frequent  
grade 3 or 4 adverse events between the treatment groups.  

Sensory neuropathy: 24 [18%] vs 1 [1%], p<0·0001, 
increases in AST concentrations (14 [11%] vs 2 [2%], p=0·002),  
increases in ALTconcentrations (11 [8%] vs 2 [2%], p=0·012) 

Conroy&T.&Lancet&Oncol.&2014;15:305B14.&

p<0·0001!

p=0·011!

Alopecia: 2 [2%] vs 12 [9%], p=0·005 &



Unresectable 
disease 

76 enrolled pts 
89.5% and 63.2%pts completed  >2 cycles 
and all 4 cycles of CT, respectively 

HuaBRong&Tang.&Am&J&Clin&Oncol&2014;in&press&

Median follow-up =  36 months 

24% 

Median OS = 28.5 ms 

BETTER than the result of RTOG9405 (5-FU + CDDP) => (1- 2-y@ OS =66% and 40%) 
and equal to the result of RTOG0113 (5-FU+ PTX) => (1- 2-y@ OS =76% and 56%) 

The main toxicities were grade 3 and 4 leukopenia and neutropenia.  
Grade 3 and 4 leukopenia in 43.4% and 14.5% of the cases, respectively.  

Grade 3 and 4 neutropenia in 30.3% and 31.6% of the cases, respectively. 

75%&

54%&

41%&
29%&

55% 

34%&

28%&

Median PFS = 14.7 ms 



Pang X. Tumor Biol 2014 

RT in gastric carcinoma 

In the subgroup of patients receiving preoperative RT (4 Trials), a significant 
benefit was found on 10-y@ OS with a HR of 0.75 (95 % CI, 0.61 to 0.91);  

however, the benefit on 5-y@ OS was not proven (HR, 0.68; 95%CI, 0.45 to 1.01). 

Randomized controlled trials based on English-language peer-reviewed studies published before 1 May 2013. 
16 trials published between 1979 and 2012, involving a total of 3,716 patients, 1,865 in study group and 
1,827 in control. 

both in the 
preoperative and 
postoperative RT 



Pang X. Tumor Biol 2014 

RT in gastric carcinoma 

In the subgroup of patients receiving postoperative RT (7 trials), 
survival benefits were found on 3- and 5-y@ PFS  

HR of 0.69 (95 %CI, 0.53 to 0.90) and  
HR of 0.70 (95 %CI, 0.61 to 0.80) 

Randomized controlled trials based on English-language peer-reviewed studies published before 1 May 2013. 
16 trials published between 1979 and 2012, involving a total of 3,716 patients, 1,865 in study group and 
1,827 in control. 

3y@ OS &

3y@ PFS !

5y@ OS &

5y@ PFS !

both in the 
preoperative and 
postoperative RT 

The results need 
further 
examination due 
to the time span 
of the included 
trials (from 
1979 to 2012), 
the different 
criteria for 
staging, and 
different 
techniques 
applied for 
radiotherapy 
across trials. 



RT in resectable gastric carcinoma 

Adjuvant RT 
significantly 
increased the 3-y@ 
and 5-y@ survival 

(RR 1.19; 95%CI 1.05– 1.35) !

(RR 1.25; 95 % CI 1.12–1.40).!

No significant effect of preoperative RT on increase of 
postoperative mortality  
[RR 0.85 (95 % CI 0.42–1.72), I2= 12.5 %, P=0.334] 

Available evidence is insufficient to determine the benefit of 
postoperative RT after a D2 lymphadenectomy and R0 

Li&LL,&et&al.&Tumour&Biol.&2014;35:4957B66.&



CRT postoperatoria rispetto alla sola CT adiuvante  

Soon YY. J Med Imaging Radiat Oncol. 2014;58:483-96 

Postoperative CRT significantly 
improved both DFS and OS when 
compared with CT.  
 
There were no significant 
differences in toxicity between the 
two groups. 

OS 

(HR 0.80, 95% CI 0.65–0.98, P = 0.03) !

NO 
statistically significant 
difference in effects on OS 
between subgroups defined 
by use of D2 resection, 
IMRT, 5FU 
or platinum based CT 

DFS 

(HR 0.76, 95% CI 0.63–0.91, P = 0.003) !

6 trials comparing 
postoperative 
CTRT with CT  
(n = 1171). 
direct and indirect 
comparison  
meta-analysis 



Min&C.&Oncology.&2014;86:79B85.&

DFS 

R0 Resection 
Stage IIA-IIIC and/ or pN+ 

6 trials comparing 
postoperative 
CTRT with CT  
(n = 1171). 

Improvement in DFS among patients treated with CRT vs CT alone  
in the adjuvant treatment of surgically resected gastric cancer 



SPekema&J.Ann&Surg&Oncol.&2014&Aug&28.&[Epub&ahead&of&print]&

CT-RT after R1 Resection 

In the multivariable analysis,  
adjuvant CRT was an independent 
prognostic factor for improved OS 
(HR 0.54; 95 % CI 0.35–0.84). 

Comparison of the survival of 409 patients 
after R1 resection who did not receive 

adjuvant CRT (no-CRT group, N = 369) with 
the survival of resected patients who had 

adjuvant CRT (CRT group, N = 40) Median OS= 
13 vs. 24 ms 
p = 0.003 



Liang&JW.&Eur&J&Surg&Oncol.&2014.&[Epub&ahead&of&print].&

CT-RT after D2 lymphadenectomy 

Postoperative adjuvant CRT may 
be associated with longer 5-y@ 

OS and 5-y@ RFS in patients with 
D2 lymphadenectomy, but might 
not improve 5-y@ DFS compared 

to non-CRT.  
 

Methodologically high-quality 
comparative studies are needed 

for further evaluation. 

6 studies involving 2135 pts 

Several limitations: 
• Poor quality of the included trials, not described all 
end-points for each study 
• Postoperative CRT protocols are not all the same 
• Small number of studies  
• Due to the limited number of the trials, the 
subgroup analysis based on the different protocols 
was not performed 
• Most of the studies were conducted in Asian 
countries 



J.M.&Herman.&Semin&Radiat&Oncol.&2014;24:61B66&
Hoffe&S.&Semin&Radiat&Oncol.&2014;24:113B25.&

Pancreatic cancer 



C.&P.&Xu.&J&Cancer&Res&Clin&Oncol&(2014)&140:549–559&

17 studies, 3,088 pts CRT vs non-CRT 

OS data for the comparison between 
CRT and non-CRT 

no clear evidence that adding 
CT to RT improved OS 
or PFS after a follow-up >5y@ 

HR of 0.96 (95 % CI 0.89–1.03; P = 0.28). 

Several limitations: 
• many phase II studies were 
excluded for lack of control 
groups 
• Poor quality of the included 
trials 
• only 6  randomized controlled 
trials 
• only 3 rare, old and small size 
studies investigating 
neoadjuvant CRT vs adjuvant 
CRT  



C.&P.&Xu.&J&Cancer&Res&Clin&Oncol&(2014)&140:549–559&

OS: 3 studies, 189 pts neoadjuvant CRT vs postop CRT 

HR 0.93 (95 % CI 0.69–1.25, P = 0.62). 

DFS: 4 studies, 399 pts neoadjuvant CRT vs postop CRT 

HR 0.83 (95 % CI 0.68–1.03, P = 0.09) 

Several limitations: 
• many phase II studies were 
excluded for lack of control 
groups 
• Poor quality of the included 
trials 
• only 6  randomized controlled 
trials 
• only 3 rare, old and small size 
studies investigating 
neoadjuvant CRT vs adjuvant 
CRT  



H&Golcher.&Strahlenther&Onkol&2014&in&press&

S NeoCRT 

254 pts required to 
detect a 4.33 month 
improvement in median 
overall survival (mOS) 

The trial was stopped after 73 pts due to 
the slow recruiting;  
66 pts were eligible for analysis 

intention-to-treat 
analysis 

mOS 14.4 vs 17.4 ms; 
P = 0.96 

Time to progression 
8.7 vs 8.4 ms;  
P = 0.95 

mOS in R0 resections  
18.9 versus 25.9 ms; 
P = 0.75 

(y)pN0-status resulted in significantly 
longer mOS in Arm A (surgery alone) 



Festa&V.&JOP.&2013;14:618B25.&

Primary outcome: surgical exploration and resection rates;  
Secondary outcomes: tumor response, therapy induced toxicity, and survival 

10 studies published 
between 2001 and 2012, 
182 pts 

underwent surgery 

69% 

resected patients 

80% 

R0 resection 

83% 

Tumor response (RECIST criteria) = 6 studies 
• complete/partial response = 16% (95% CI: 9-28%) 
• stable lesions = 69% (95% CI: 60-76%)  
• progressive disease = 19% (95% CI: 13-25%)  
 
Grade 3-4 toxicity was estimated at 32% (95% CI: 21-45%) 

mean of median survival = 22 ms 

Downstaging is uncommon. 
A benefit of this regimen could be to spare 
surgery to patients with progressive 
disease during the CRT frame-time. 



Esnaola&NF.&Int&J&Radiat&Oncol&Biol&Phys.&2014;88:837B44.&

Targeted Therapies: 
Cetuximab  

Treatment Intensification 

Primary objective = rate of PFS at 6 months.  
Secondary objectives =tolerance and toxicity,  
radiologic response rate, R0 resection rate, and OS. 37 evaluable pts 

6-month PFS rate = 62% 
median PFS = 10.4 ms  
(95% CI 7.2-16.2 ms),  

median OS =11.8 ms  
(95% CI 9.2-20.4 ms). 
 
LAPC median OS = 9.3 ms  
(95% CI 8.6-13.1 ms);  
 
BRPC the median OS = 24.1 ms  
(95% CI 12.2-N) 

R0 surgical resection = 29.7% 
(BRPC;= 69.2%;  LAPC= 8.3% ). 



A.G.&MorganP.&Int&J&RadiaPon&Oncol&Biol&Phys,&2014&;&90(4):911B917&&

multicenter retrospective review  
of 955 consecutive pts 
with macroscopically negative margins  
resection (R0-1),  
cT1-4; N0-1; M0. 
RT (median = 50.4 Gy, continuous course)  

Hoffe&S.&Semin&Radiat&Oncol.&2014;24:113B25&

median survival:  
39.5 vs 24.8 ms 

Impact of adjuvant CRT  
on OS 

41.5% 

24.8% 



A.G.&MorganP.&Int&J&RadiaPon&Oncol&Biol&Phys,&2014&;&90(4):911B917&&

Impact of adjuvant CRT  
on OS 

Negative impact of: 
• microscopic residual disease (R1 resection), 
• positive lymph nodes,  
• higher pT stage,  
• Tumor diameter > 20 mm.  
 
Positive impact of adjuvant CRT and  
of >10 pancreatic resection per year 

RT (median = 50.4 Gy, continuous course)  



Vignali&A.&World&J&Gastroenterol.&2014;20:11249B11261.&
Cerezo&L.&Rep&Pract&Oncol&Radiother.&2013;18:353B62.&

Rectal cancer 

The well-recognized benefits of RT or CRT, in term of reduced local recurrence, 
increase rate of sphincter saving procedures, however need to be balanced against 
the risk of increased faecal incontinence, genitourinary disorders, impaired sexual 
function and bowel disorders. 



Rahbari&NN.&Ann&Surg&Oncol.&2013;20:4169B82.&

17 and 5 relevant trials , 8,568 and 2,393 pts 
neoadjuvant therapy vs surgery alone 

OS 

LRFS 

TME= 0.55 (0.38, 0.80), 
p = 0.002; n = 2 

The pooled analysis 
showed a strong 
advantage also  of 
neoadjuvant CRT 
regarding LRFS  
(HR 0.53; 95% CI 
0.39–0.72; 
P<0.001; I2 = 0%).  



Rahbari&NN.&Ann&Surg&Oncol.&2013;20:4169B82.&

17 and 5 relevant trials , 8,568 and 2,393 pts 
neoadjuvant therapy vs surgery alone 

dose per fraction >5 Gy 

Despite the increase in 
perioperative 
morbidity and mortality, 
there was no 
significant difference 
in the incidence of 
anastomotic leakage 



François&E.&Radiother&Oncol.&2014;110:144B9.&

SELECTIVE!USE!OF!PREOPERATIVE!RT&

Benefit of neoadjuvant CRT between the elderly (>70 years; n = 142) 
and younger patients (<70 years; n = 442) 

Cap45 vs Capox50 

The relative number 
of interventions 
per surgery type  
(p = 0.18),  
R0 resection rate 
(88.6% vs. 90.6%; 
p = 0.54) and pCR 
(14.7% vs. 16.9%;  
p = 0.55) were nearly 
identical between 
the two categories. 



O'Connell&MJ.&J&Clin&Oncol.&2014;32:1927B34.&

Treatment Modulation 
CapOX 

From September 2004 to August 2010,  

Primary endpoint: locoregional failure (this will be presented in a future article). 
Secondary end points: pCR, sphincter-sparing surgery, surgical downstaging, 
and toxicity (focus of this article) 



O'Connell&MJ.&J&Clin&Oncol.&2014;32:1927B34.&

Treatment Modulation 
CapOX 

From September 2004 to August 2010  

Outcomes for FU Compared With Capecitabine 

Outcomes for Oxaliplatin Versus No Oxaliplatin 

pCR,  
sphincter-sparing 

surgery,  
surgical downstaging&



An interim analysis of the EORTC-PETACC-6 trial 
indicated that adding oxaliplatin to capecitabine 
plus radiotherapy did not improve DFS compared 
with capecitabine plus radiotherapy alone 
 (44.3 Gy in arm 1 and 44.4 Gy in arm 2). 

secondary endpoints: 
• pathological down-staging (ypT0-2N0) 
rate, complete remission (ypT0N0) rate,  
• sphincter preservation 
• R0 resection rate 

primary endpoint: disease-free survival 

Treatment Modulation 
CapOX 



Burbach&J&P&M.&Radiother&Oncol.&2014.&S0167B8140(14)00372B7.&&

Treatment Modulation 
RT BOOST 

pCR 
14 studies (487 patients treated with >60 Gy) 

Total RT dose between 60 and 75 Gy (EQD2 58.4–66.3 Gy),  
As an accumulation of standard EBRT (45–54 Gy) and boost dose (6–30 Gy). 



Time modulation after Radiotherapy 

Is a longer interval between the 
end of neoadjuvant CRT and S 
associated with a better rate of 
pCR in rectal cancer? 

pCR 

F&Petrelli.&Ann&Surg&2013;00:1–8&

13 trials, 3584 pts, and overall interval longer than 6 to 8 weeks 

Increased pCR from 
13.7% to 19.5% (by 6%) 



Pucciarelli&S.&Dis&Colon&Rectum.&2013;56:1349B56.&

Surgery modulation after Radiotherapy 
Organ preservation 

TEM and 
outcomes 

Prospective multicenter study 
63 pts, T3 or low lying T2 

Low rate of local recurrence in the whole group 

68% 32% 

Limitations: 
Short follow-up and 
small sample size 



HabrBGama&A.&Dis&Colon&Rectum.&2013;56:1109B17.&

Surgery modulation after Radiotherapy 

Wait 
and 
See 

Organ preservation 

Between 1991 and 2011, 183 pts with distal rectal cancer 
underwent neoadjuvant CRT. After assessment of 
response at least 8 weeks after completion of CRT, 
 90 pts were considered to have initial cCR (49%) and 
were referred to no immediate surgery  
(Watch and Wait). 

69% 

94% 

28 local or pelvic 
recurrences (31%) 

5y@  
overall cancer-specific 
survival = 91% 5y@ disease-free 

survival = 68% 

LRFS 



Bosset&JF.Lancet&Oncol.&2014&Feb;15(2):184B90.&

Post-operative 5Fu based Chemotherapy 

1011 patients 
median follow-up of 
10.4 y@ to assess a 
possible longterm 
benefi t of adjuvant 
CT on OS and DFS. 

10 y@ OS&

no difference in 10-year OS & DFS  
between preoperative RT vs preoperative RCT 
 
no difference in 10-year OS & DFS with or without adjuvant CT 

10 y@ DFS&p= 
0.0017 

The EORTC 22921 trial 
showed a significant benefit 
on local control by adding CT 
to preoperative RT.  



Bosset&JF.Lancet&Oncol.&2014&Feb;15(2):184B90.&

Post-operative 5Fu based Chemotherapy 

1011 patients 
median follow-up of 
10.4 y@ to assess a 
possible longterm 
benefi t of adjuvant 
CT on OS and DFS. 

Are there subgroups of patients that might benefit from adjuvant CT? 

Comments concerning some limitations of the study: 
 
• the subgroup analysis comparing benefit of chemotherapy in relation to the 
location of the tumour within the rectum was not repeated 
• less than 50% of the patients received the chemotherapy as planned per protocol, 
thus compromising the survival of the 40% of patients with pathological stage III 
disease! subgroup analyses of overall survival and disease-free survival by 
chemotherapy dose intensity received 
• staging was done clinically and by CT scan with or without endorectal ultrasound ! 
the possibility of overstaging to be high, which might contribute to the absence of 
perceived benefit of adjuvant chemotherapy. 



Post-operative RT-Chemotherapy 

Impact of 
pStage 

CSS&

MFS&

LC&

Genovesi&D.&AnPcancer&Res.&2013;33:4557B66.&

5y@&
LC&=&87%,&
DFS&=&61.6&%&
MFS&=&72%&
CSS&=&70.4%&
OS&=&84.1%&

10y@&
LC&=&84.1%,&
DFS&=&52.1&%&
MFS&=&67.2%&
CSS&=&57.5%&
OS&=&53.4%&



Anal cancer 
Evidenze&consolidate&&

2014!
IL!FUMIR!

!COMPIE!40!
ANNI!

Nigro&N,&&
Dis&Colon&Rectum&B&1974&

MIND&THE&TIME&……..&

Tempo&totale&/gap&

PARADAC! !!
Project!surveying!and!pooling!data!on!RT!parameters!in!phase!II!
and!III!trials!in!anal!cancer!(O.!Matzinger!&!J.!Lorent).! !! courtesy by G. Mantello 



Anal cancer 
Evidenze&consolidate&&

MIND&THE&TIME&……..&

202/695!(29%)!pts!not!in!CR!at!11!weeks!
!were!CR!at!26!weeks!

OpVmum!Vme!to!assess!
complete!clinical!response!

(CR)>!=!26!weeks!

ACT!II!

Tempo&di&Risposta&

R.&GlynneBJones,.&Journal&Of&Clinical&Oncology&Vol&30,&No&15_Suppl&2012:&4004&



per approfondire …. 

Aggiornamento 2014 
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